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The purpose of this paper is to introduce, edit and translate a hitherto unpub-
lished fragment of byzantine medical writing.1 The multi-period composite co-
dex Parisinus suppl. gr. 607 has long attracted keen editorial interest insofar as 
it preserves the oldest extant copy of a corpus of hellenistic-roman treatises on 
military technology and contains important byzantine collections of historical 
excerpta, to which it is often a unique witness. in contrast, editors have overlooked 
or disregarded a short compilation of medicinal recipes, mostly remedies for 
gastrointestinal and urinary disorders, written in a mid-tenth century hand and 
thus coeval with the core component of this codex. recipe collections, wheth-
er concerned with medical, culinary, industrial-scientific or magical-esoteric 
knowledge, are a distinctive but hard-to-define species of byzantine Fachliteratur, 
which testifies to the systematisation of traditional wisdom, the accumulation of 
experience, and contemporary modes of thought and expression. in the medical 
sphere, recipe anthologies, pharmacopeias, hospital formularies and therapeutic 
compendia commonly termed iatrosophia, as well as lists of materia medica, can 
be vital sources for byzantine pharmaceutical know-how, remedial treatment of 
disease and medicinal book culture. This broadly construed category of informal 
‘practical’ writing variously combines a discriminating and utilitarian reception 
of the rich textual heritage of greco-roman pharmacy with current empirical 
concerns and popular beliefs about health, sickness and healing for ‘professional’, 
‘craft’ and/or ‘lay’ audiences, even if, as some modern studies suspect, the align-
ment between prescriptive theory and clinical practice may sometimes have been 
oblique. older surveys doubted the historical value of such texts and deemed 
1 The research for this paper was largely undertaken during the course of a renewed Ale-
xander von humboldt-stiftung forschungsstipendium at the freie universität berlin, 
hosted by prof. klaus geus (2015). i wish to express my gratitude to the anonymous peer 
reviewers for their valuable remarks.
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the labour of research incommensurate with potential rewards.2 more recent 
medical-historical scholarship has elaborated and partly addressed the interpreta-
tive challenges they pose, including their indistinct typology, lack of theoretical 
framework, compilatory composition, unstable transmission, uncertain reader-
ship, and localised, institutional or personalised setting, but the publication of 
texts and text-specific studies remains chronologically and geographically un-
even.3 in this instance, examination of an apparent ‘Privatsammlung’ will embrace 
philological, literary and medical dimensions, while a superior understanding 
of the history of the manuscript offers a more fruitful prospect of tracing com-
positional contexts and locating a recipe collection within its socio-cultural and 
2 e.g. k. krumbacher, geschichte der byzantinischen litteratur von Justinian bis zum 
ende des oströmischen reiches (527-1453). munich 21897, 615-16, 619; h. hunger, die 
hochsprachliche profane literatur der byzantiner (Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, 
Abt. 12, teil 5). munich 1978, ii 304.
3 Although pharmacotherapeutic texts have attracted less interest than other aspects of 
byzantine medicine and medical literature, space permits only selective citation of bibli-
ography. fundamental for ancient and byzantine pharmaceutical theory and practice are 
the collected papers of J. scarborough, pharmacy and drug lore in Antiquity. greece, 
rome, byzantium. farnham – burlington Vt 2010, esp. n° iii, Xii and Xiii. essential also 
is p. horden, The millennium bug: health and medicine around the year 1000. Social 
History of Medicine 13 (2000) 201-219, who judiciously assesses the limitations and in-
terpretative difficulties of byzantine and other medieval therapeutic texts. on questions 
of textual tradition and typology see also V. nutton, byzantine medicine, genres, and 
the ravages of time, in: b. zipser (ed.), medical books in the byzantine world (Eikasmós 
Online, ii). bologna 2013, 7-18. for ‘professional’ aspects of pharmacy: e.A. Varella, on 
pharmacy and pharmacists in the middle byzantine empire, in: c. friedrich – J. telle 
(eds.), pharmazie in geschichte und gegenwart. festgabe für wolf-dieter müller-Jahncke 
zum 65. geburtstag. stuttgart 2009, 485-494. A useful summary of recipe collections 
and related texts remains J. stannard, Aspects of byzantine Materia Medica. DOP 38 
(1984) 205-211, esp. 206-07, who assembles older bibliography. The insightful survey of 
J. stannard, rezeptliteratur as fachliteratur, in: w. eamon (ed.), studies on medieval 
fachliteratur (Scripta, 6). brussels 1982, 59-73, citing western medieval sources, is of 
broader literary-cultural significance. see also remarks of w.c. till, die Arzneikunde 
der kopten. berlin 1951, 5-12. for (not necessarily ‘hospital’-centred) iatrosophic texts 
and important research-methodological questions: A. touwaide, byzantine hospital 
manuals (Iatrosophia) as a source for the study of Therapeutics, in: b.s. bowers (ed.), 
The medieval hospital and medical practice. Aldershot – burlington Vt 2007, 147-
173. for samples and analysis of more explicitly hospital-associated medical craft texts, 
generically termed ‘xenōn texts’ or xenonika (biblia), with extensive bibliography, see 
now d. bennett, medicine and pharmacy in byzantine hospitals: a study of the extant 
formularies. london – new york 2017, which serves as a posthumous culmination of 
his contribution to this field; see also comparative perspectives in p. horden, medieval 
hospital formularies: byzantium and islam compared, in: zipser, medical books (cited 
above), 145-64.
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intellectual milieux in tenth-century constantinople. Although inevitably one 
of numerous adespota remedy texts compiled and/or copied in the middle and 
late byzantine periods, this fragment draws particular attention as one of the 
earliest surviving specimens, while the codex itself appears to have escaped the 
notice of all previous inventories of greek manuscripts with medical content. 
Parisinus suppl. gr. 607
diverse editorial interest in Parisinus suppl. gr. 607, held in the bibliothèque 
nationale de france, has generated an extensive if disjointed bibliography.4 The 
manuscript is also known as the ‘mynas codex’, after (constant) minoïde mynas 
(1788/98-1859), a greek emigré scholar resident in france, who acquired it in 
1843, reportedly from the Athonite monastery of Vatopedi, during the first (1841-
1843) of three manuscript-procuring tours of greece and ottoman territories 
undertaken on behalf of the ministère de l’instruction publique. on his return, 
however, mynas contrived to retain possession of the codex and delivered to the 
state collection only a short partial copy by his own hand (Parisinus suppl. gr. 
485). it was not until 1864 that the bibliothèque impériale was able to purchase 
the codex from his heirs, together with another annotated copy of selected texts 
transcribed by mynas (Parisinus suppl. gr. 1253).5 mynas omitted the medical 
fragment from the hand-written table of contents he affixed to Parisinus suppl. 
gr. 607 (fol. iir-v), and in neither of his two selective apographs did he reproduce 
this text. The summary of the manuscript’s content in the published inventory 
4 The most important studies have been: c. wescher, poliorcétique des grecs. paris 1867, 
xv-xxiv; c. müller, poliorcétique des grecs (review of wescher [1867]). Göttingische 
gelehrte Anzeigen (1869 [stück 1]) 1-33; r. prinz, Aristodemos. Neue Jahrbücher für 
Philologie und Pädagogik Jhrg. 40, bd. 101 [= Jahrbücher für classische Philologie Jhrg. 16] 
(1870) 193-210, esp. 193-201; c. müller, FHG V.1 (1870 [21883]), vii-xiv; h. schöne, 
Über den mynascodex der griechischen kriegsschriftsteller in der pariser nationalbiblio-
thek. Rheinisches Museum für Philologie n.f. 53 (1898) 432-447; A. németh, The mynas 
codex and the bibliotheca corviniana, in: c. gastgeber – e. mitsiou – i.-A. pop – m. 
popović – J. preiser-kapeller – A. simon (eds.), matthias corvinus und seine zeit. 
europa am Übergang vom mittelalter zur neuzeit zwischen wien und konstantinopel. 
Vienna 2011, 155-178, esp. 157-67, 174-75. A digitised version of Parisinus suppl. gr. 607 
is available at http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8593585j.r=.langfr 
5 wescher, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), xv-xvi; e. miller, poliorcétique des grecs [review 
of wescher (1867)]. Journal des Savants (1868) 178-189 at 182; h.A. omont, minoïde 
mynas et ses missions en orient (1840-1855). Mémoires de l’Académie des Inscriptions 
et Belles-Lettres 40 (1916) 337-419, esp. 345-47, 390-91 (n° 21), 403 (iii Γ); A. dain (†) 
with J.-A. de foucault, les stratégistes byzantins. TM 2 (1967) 317-392 at 380. for Paris. 
suppl. gr. 1253 see c. Astruc – m.-l. concasty, catalogue des manuscrits grecs iii. le 
supplément grec 3. paris 1960, 486.
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of the bibliothèque nationale (1888) merely lists a ‘fragmentum de medicina’ 
at folio 83, without providing an accurate incipit or explicit.6 The fragment has 
been occasionally noted, with varying degrees of accuracy, but never published 
or discussed.7 to the present author’s knowledge, only two scholars are known 
to have examined its content: rudolf dahms (1868), whose concise account was 
reported secondhand by curt wachsmuth, and shortly afterwards rudolf prinz 
(1870).8 
it is first necessary to clarify aspects of the history and structure of Parisinus 
suppl. gr. 607, hereafter p, chiefly with a view to elucidating the original form 
and context of the medical fragment, but also in light of conflicting observations 
and opinions in recent studies. The codex comprises four originally independent 
manuscripts, differing in content, script, paginal format and/or provenance, and 
ranging in date from the tenth to fifteenth centuries. The unrelated and largely 
random components of p probably first came together at or in connection with 
the bibliotheca corviniana at buda in the later fifteenth century, though the 
precise relationship, if any, between p (or its constituent units) and the greek 
holdings of the royal collection of matthias i corvinus (r. 1458-90) remains 
unclear.9 Around 1510-20 the heterogeneous parts of p – in most cases seem-
6 h.A. omont, inventaire sommaire des manuscrits grecs de la bibliothèque nationale. 
paris 1886-1898, iii [1888] 282, ‘fragmentum de medicina: Πρὸς τὸ μὴ ἐπιθυμῆσαι 
γυναῖκα ἄνδρα … (83)’. it is puzzling that omont cited a sample heading from the mid-
dle of the greek text, especially as this recipe is the least characteristic of the collection. 
one consequence is that pinakes / Πίνακες. textes et manuscrits grecs (pinakes.irht.cnrs.
fr) currently lists these words in error as the incipit to the medical fragment.
7 e.g. wescher, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), xviii, xix, ‘fragment médical’; müller, po-
liorcétique (cited n. 4), 14, ‘mit einigen medizinischen recepten beschrieben’; prinz, 
Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 195, 197-98, ‘ein medicinisches fragment’; müller, FHG V.1 
(cited n. 4), ix, ‘folii 83 pagina prior scribae inattenti sphalmate in codicibus passim 
obvio vacua relicta est. majorem eius partem quidam octo medicamentorum formulis 
inquinavit’; e. schwartz, Aristodemos (32). RE i.3 (1895) 926-929 at 926, ‘fol. 83r ist 
mit medicinischen recepten angefüllt’; schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 441, 444; A. 
németh, imperial systematization of the past. emperor constantine Vii and his his-
torical excerpts. unpub. doctoral thesis: ceu budapest 2010, 150, ‘(83r) tenth-century 
entries of medical content. unpublished’. 
8 in 1868 curt wachsmuth asked two paris-based german scholars, gustav meyncke and 
rudolf dahms (senior), to examine the codex. dahms’ brief observations on fol. 83r are 
partly quoted, partly summarised in c. wachsmuth, noch einmal Aristodemos. Rhei-
nisches Museum für Philologie n.f. 23 (1868) 582-599 at 586. see also remarks by prinz, 
Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 197-98.
9 most recently, András németh’s nuanced survey of manuscript collecting and (re)binding 
in early sixteenth-century buda plausibly argues that the components of p were brought 
together in a ‘corvinian’ context, even if p itself was never part of the royal collection. see 
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ingly truncated, neglected or rejected codicological wreckage – were rebound 
as a single volume in a (probably) monastic bindery in buda by lucas coronen-
sis (lukas von kronstadt [mod. braşov]), whose binder’s note was once visible 
on the back end-leaf but has since been obliterated by late nineteenth-century 
restoration. it was at this stage that certain prior displacements in the foliation 
became fixed in their present form and additional disarrangements occurred, 
partly owing to the binder’s ignorance of greek.10 The subsequent history of p is 
uncertain, though an owner’s note (fol. iv) of gabriel, Archbishop of Thessaloniki 
(1593-96) and exarchos of Thessaly, seems to record one stage in an otherwise 
obscure route to Athos.11
in its current state, p contains 129 folios. A brief overview of its four constitu-
ent units suffices to indicate the relative structural complexity.12
I: fols. 1-7 (a quaternion, missing one folio between 6 and 7), containing a 
fragment of nicetas choniates’ Historia, written in a fourteenth-century hand 
(6v-7v are blank, as was presumably the intervening lost folio).13
németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), esp. 157-67, 174-75. on the basis of much narrower 
criteria, some older studies judged the association doubtful or unfounded: e.g. w. wein-
berger, beiträge zur handschriftenkunde i. (die bibliotheca corvina) (Sitzungsberichte 
der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien. Phil.–Hist. Klasse, 159.6). Vienna 
1908, 45-46; c. csapodi, The corvinian library. history and stock. budapest 1973, 434 
(n° 886).
10 prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 193-94; m. rozsondai, lucas coronensis: A master 
of hungarian renaissance bindings, early sixteenth century, buda. The Book Collector 
46.4 (1997) 515-540, who refutes widespread misconceptions of older scholarship; more 
generally eadem, sulle legature in cuoio dorato per mattia corvino, in: n. bono – g. 
görgey – f. sicilia – i. monok (eds.), nel segno del corvo: libri e miniature della bi-
bliotheca di mattia corvino re d’ungheria (1443-1490). modena 2002, 249-259 at 255-57; 
with further contextualising observations in németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 156-67, 
174-75. The compositional history recently hypothesised by p.m. liuzzo, “Aristodemo” 
in cod. par. suppl. gr. 607. Erga – Logoi. Rivista di storia, letteratura, diritto e culture 
dell’antichità 3 (2015) 101-122 at 103-11 relies too heavily on wescher, poliorcétique 
(cited n. 4) and/or müller, FHG V.1 (cited n. 4), disregarding important subsequent 
studies, while introducing additional errors and unsubstantiated assumptions.
11 see discussion of the possibilites in rozsondai, lucas coronensis (cited n. 10), esp. 524-
26; németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 173-75.
12 see schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), esp. 433-45; modified and supplemented by 
németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 157-58, 166.
13 see schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 433 (incorrectly reporting text to the middle of 
6v; an error found also in müller, poliorcétique [cited n. 4], 9; idem, FHG V.1 [cited n. 
4], xi); németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 148; idem, mynas codex (cited n. 
4), 166 fig. 5 (incorrectly locating the lost folio at 5/6 rather than 6/7). see also i.A. [J.l.] 
van dieten, nicetae choniatae historia (CFHB, Xi/1). berlin – new york 1975, xxx-xxxi 
(partly repeating mistakes from schöne, mynascodex [cited n. 4] with additional errors). 
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II: fols. 8-15v (a quaternion), containing a fragment of John chrysostom’s 
homily De sacerdotio, written in a thirteenth-century hand. The quire signature 
κβ΄ at the lower right margin of 8r indicates that this unit was originally the 
twenty-second quaternion of a large codex, in which it constituted folios 169-
176 (21 × 8 = 168).14
III: fols. 16-103v, by far the largest and most complex section, is an assem-
blage of texts primarily concerned with siegecraft, along with inserted or ap-
pended miscellanea. unit iii in turn consists of several distinct and now partly 
disarranged components, encompassing folio groupings of different origin, for-
mat and compositional history, and written in four different hands.15 IIIa (fols. 
18-80, 82) primarily comprises a tenth-century copy of a pre-existing collection 
of hellenistic and early roman treatises on siege machinery and artillery (fols. 18-
61). This poliorcetic corpus, possibly compiled in late antiquity, is also transmitted 
in other manuscripts. p is the oldest witness to the most authentic tradition.16 in p, 
liuzzo, “Aristodemo” (cited n. 10), 104, 110-11 uncritically rehearses the demonstrably 
false assumption of müller (poliorcétique [cited n. 4], 9; FHG V.1 [cited n. 4], xi) that 
the now-missing folio of this quaternion was lost from its beginning.
14 schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 433-34 (mistakenly ‘von einer hand des 10. oder 11. 
Jahrhunderts’); németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 157 (mistakenly ‘quire number κβ΄ 
… in the lower left margin’). There is no evidence to support müller’s conjecture that 
p formerly included a second, now-lost quaternion, which continued the currently ex-
traneous text of chrysostom to include passages that müller deemed of more relevance 
to ‘geistliche strategik und poliorketik’: müller, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), 9-10; idem, 
FHG V.1 (cited n. 4), xi-xii; repeated by liuzzo, “Aristodemo” (cited n. 10), 104, 110-11. 
dating of the script on 8r-15v: németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 157, citing personal 
communication with ernst gamillscheg. p is omitted from the list of manuscripts in A.-
m. malingrey (ed.), Jean chrysostome. sur le sacerdoce (dialogue et homélie) (SC, 
272). paris 1980, 26-29.
15 schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 437-45; németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 
7), 148-53; idem, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 157, 166 figs. 5-6.
16 for the collection of military technological treatises (iiia) in p see wescher, poliorcétique 
(cited n. 4), xv-xxiv, xxxviii; A. dain, la tradition du texte d’héron de byzance. paris 
1933, 19-20; dain – de foucault, stratégistes (cited n. 5), 317-92 at 347-49, 378-81 (with 
caution, see below); m. gatto, il Περὶ μηχανημάτων di Ateneo meccanico. rome 2010, 
121-23 (with errors); németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 167-70. This poliorcetic corpus 
is also transmitted in three other, closely interrelated codices, produced at an unidentified 
monastic scriptorium in constantinople: two of these, Vat. gr. 1164 (= V) and a codex 
now split and separately bound as Paris. gr. 2442 and Barb. gr. 276 (ii 97) (= p-b), were 
copied c.1020 from a common hyparchetype. A third codex, also now divided into Neapol. 
gr. 284 (iii c 26) and Scorial. y-iii-11 (gr. 281) (= n-e), dates to c.1040. The relationship 
of n-e to V and p-b has long been disputed, but since the late 1890s most editors have 
judged n-e to be a copy of V. The best summary of the evidence and literature is cur-
rently l. mecella, die Überlieferung der kestoi des Julius Africanus in den byzantini-
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unlike in the other witnesses, the corpus is supplemented by hero of Alexandria’s 
gromatic treatise De dioptra (fols. 62-80v, 82r-v).17 IIIb (fols. 81, 83-87) contains 
unrelated miscellaneous texts, comprising the medical fragment and disordered 
excerpts from philostratus’ Vita Apollonii Tyanensis and Aristodemus’ historical 
work (FGH iiA 104).18 IIIc (fols. 88-103 + 16-17) is a well-known anthology of 
schen textsammlungen zur militärtechnik, in: m. wallraff – l. mecella (eds.), die 
kestoi des Julius Africanus und ihre Überlieferung (TU, 165). berlin – new york 2009, 
85-144 at 87-88. more recently, gatto, il Περὶ μηχανημάτων (cited above), 153-57, 159 
has devised a more complex stemma for one of the authors (Athenaeus) in this corpus; 
it remains to be seen whether his model can be applied to other texts. németh, mynas 
codex (cited n. 4), 168-69 rehearses an alternative stemma found in dain, la tradition 
(cited above) and dain – de foucault, stratégistes (cited n. 5), but this stemma was 
soon refuted in review articles by e. korzenszky (Philologische Wochenschrift 52.1 [1932] 
1-8; BZ 35 [1935] 145-149) and abandoned by dain himself in A. dain, l’histoire du 
texte d’Élien le tacticien des origines à la fin du moyen Âge. paris 1946, 237-40, albeit 
in favour of an even less plausible stemma. in any case, the overview of manuscripts in 
dain – de foucault, stratégistes (cited n. 5), 376-90 suffers from errors and inconsist-
encies arising from posthumous publication. The existence of a fourth, lost manuscript 
of this family, apparently an eleventh-century sibling of V and p-b, is evidenced by the 
chance survival of two folios reused as endpapers in Parisinus Coisl. 101, see wescher, 
poliorcétique (cited n. 4), xxviii, xxxviii; dain, l’histoire (cited above), 234-35; gatto, 
il Περὶ μηχανημάτων (cited above), 107-08. in addition, there is evidence that at least one 
other manuscript prototype containing classical poliorcetic texts survived into the late 
byzantine era: extracts in fourteenth-century Vindob. phil. gr. 120 were copied from an 
unknown and now lost exemplar, a collateral descendant of the same tradition as p, see 
wescher, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), xxx-xxxii; dain, la tradition (cited above), 19-21; 
gatto, il Περὶ μηχανημάτων (cited above), 111-12, 150-53 (following wescher, all mis-
dating Vindob. phil. gr. 120 to the sixteenth century).
17 The text of heron’s De dioptra is edited from p and four derivative recentiores (Vindob. 
phil. gr. 140 and its descendants) in h. schöne (ed.), heronis Alexandrini opera quae 
supersunt omnia iii. leipzig 1903, 188-315, with discussion of manuscripts at xii-xviii.
18 older textual studies of folios 81r-v, 83v-87v are digested in müller, FHG V.1 (cited n. 
4), viii-x; schwartz, Aristodemos (cited n. 7), 926-27. codicological analysis: prinz, 
Aristodemos (cited n. 4), esp. 194-201, supplemented by schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 
4), 437, 440-45 with fig. at 442; summarised in schöne, heronis Alexandrini (cited n. 17), 
xiii-xiv with fig. at xiv; and recently németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 166 figs. 5-6. The 
most recent published edition of the excerpts of Aristodemus remains f. Jacoby, FGH iiA 
104 ([1926], 493-503), with commentary at iic 104 ([1963], 319-36); also f. pownall, 
Aristodemos (104), in: i. worthington (ed.), brill’s new Jacoby (http://referenceworks.
brillonline.com). see recent textual analyses by f.J. frost, politics and the Athenians: 
essays on Athenian history and historiography. toronto 2005, 255-64; c. schubert, 
Aristodemos (codex parisinus supplementum graecum 607, fol. 83v-85r; 86v-87v): ein 
neuer griechischer Attidograph?, Klio 96 (2014) 1-22; liuzzo, “Aristodemo” (cited n. 10), 
111-20. The most recent study of the excepts of philostratus in p is g. boter, studies in 
the textual tradition of philostratus’ Life of Apollonius of Tyana. RHT 9 (2014) 1-49 at 
31-32, 44.
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historical excerpts relating to sieges, clearly placed here as illustrative exempla to 
the preceding theoretical treatises, and broadly consistent with a taste for textual 
excerption and ‘encyclopaedism’ at the mid-tenth-century imperial court.19 each 
of the three sections (iiia-iiic) is written in a different hand (scribes 1, 3 and 
4). An additional hand (scribe 2) copied the medical fragment on 83r (iiib). All 
four hands are firmly dated to the tenth century and share characteristics indica-
tive of constantinopolitan scriptoria around c.925-c.950.20 Variations in script, 
paginal format and parchment will be discussed below only insofar as they have 
a bearing on the transmission of the medical fragment. All indicators suggest 
that the disparate elements of iii had already been united in a composite volume 
by around the mid-tenth century (see below). The eighty-eight leaves of iii (fols. 
16-103) are paginated with greek numerals (αʹ to πζʹ) on the upper left margin 
of each verso by a hand variously dated to the fifteenth or sixteenth century. The 
absence of corresponding numbering in units i, ii or iV implies that this feature 
of iii predates their union and collective binding, but its precise date and cir-
cumstances can only be conjectured. in any case, the uninterrupted sequence of 
this pagination necessarily postdates all the losses and disarrangement of folios 
now observable in iii.21 how and when this core component of the future p 
19 The bibliography is large; see recently németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 
esp. 151-72, partly summarised in németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 166 figs. 5-6, 169-
70. németh argues at length that this siege-related excerpt collection (iiic) is a surviving 
‘draft version’ of a lost (and unattested) volume of the Excerpta Constantiniana. in my 
view, this hypothesis, while not intrinsically implausible, does not succeed in overcoming 
the codicological, textual and text-historical obstacles that németh himself identifies.
20 older studies contain diverse and largely unscientific opinions. still useful are wescher, 
poliorcétique (cited n. 4), xix-xxiv; schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 437, 440-45; dain– 
de foucault, stratégistes (cited n. 5), 380 (with caution). see now németh, imperial 
systematization (cited n. 7), 147, 169-71, more briefly németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 
170, 177, for a short analytical survey of the hands of scribes 1, 3 and 4, citing parallels in 
other manuscripts, none exact but collectively sufficient to confirm a mid-tenth-century 
date for 3, and plausibly inferring a slightly earlier date (c.920s–c.930s) for 1 and 4. A 
significantly later dating of the script(s) is accepted by f. schindler, die Überlieferung 
der strategemata des polyainos (Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. 
Klasse. Sitzungsberichte, 284.1). Vienna 1973, 194-95, on the basis of a palaeographical 
analysis of a small sample text undertaken at his request by gabriel rochefort, who 
advised that p was copied ‘sicher zwischen 960 und 975, wahrscheinlich knapp um 970’. 
one cannot overlook that rochefort’s methodology led him to adopt maverick positions 
on the dating of several other byzantine manuscripts.
21 The greek pagination is most clearly described in wescher, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), 
xvi-xix; see also prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 194; schwartz, Aristodemos (cited 
n. 7), 926; schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 437. if correctly understood, németh, 
imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 147 appears to misassign these greek numerals to 
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came to the west is not known.22 however, iii can be securely located at rome 
in c.1469-70, when demetrios tribolēs produced a copy of selected texts (now 
Vindobonensis phil. gr. 140).23 comparative textual analysis of this partial apo-
mynas. in one instance (80v) the greek folio number (ξεʹ) is missing, apparently due to 
the trimming of the folio to its current dimensions. This affirms the view that the greek 
numerals predate the binding of p by lucas coronensis c.1510-20. subsequently, after 
1843, mynas continued the sequence of this greek numbering throughout section iV 
(104v-129v = πηʹ to ριγʹ) in his characteristic dark red ink. 
22 older scholarship wished to identify iiia with the illustrated antique codex that gio-
vanni Aurispa first mentions in a letter to Ambrogio traversari on 27 August 1424 and 
in subsequent correspondence up to mid-1430, and thus one of the 238 manuscripts 
acquired by Aurispa in constantinople in 1421-23; see r. sabbadini (ed.), carteggio di 
giovanni Aurispa. rome 1931: ep. vii (13.15-20), xxxiii (51.6-8), lii (67.18-19), liii (69.20-
25), liv (70.19-22), lv (72.16-20); cf. ep. lxxxxviii (109.21-110.13) with pp. xvii, 168 (App. 
Viii). see remarks by schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 445-46; dain – de foucault, 
stratégistes (cited n. 5), 380; also rozsondai, lucas coronensis (cited n. 10), 524-25; 
németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 170. on the basis of a broader examination of the 
documentation, Aurispa’s codex has since been convincingly identified as Vat. gr. 1164: see 
g. commare, storia e descrizione del Vat. gr. 1164 testimone della trattatistica militare. 
BollGrott n.s. 56-57 (2002/3) 77-105, esp. 77-80; also i. eramo, “un certo tractatello de 
l’officio del buon capitanio”. ludovico carbone traduttore di “opere pellegrine”. Paideia 
61 (2006) 153-195, esp. 169-75; s. fiaschi, Aelianus tacticus, in: g. dinkova-bruun – J. 
hankins – r.A. kaster (eds.), catalogus translationum et commentariorum. medi-
aeval and renaissance latin translations and commentaries 10. toronto 2014, 127-63 at 
138-47 (with reservations). The attempt of liuzzo, “Aristodemo” (cited n. 10), 108-10 n. 
29 to preserve a link between Aurispa and p (iii) relies on special pleading. Alternatively, 
németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 170 prefers to identify Aurispa’s codex as Scorial. y-
iii-11 (gr. 281), on the grounds that Aurispa’s references to his manuscript imply that 
Athenaeus is the initial author. The Scorialensis, unlike Vat. gr. 1164, meets this criterion. 
leaving aside other obstacles to this identification in the documentary record, the fact 
that Scorial. y-iii-11 (gr. 281) almost certainly still formed a single codex with Neapol. 
gr. 284 (iii c 26) in Aurispa’s day would likewise place Athenaeus towards the centre of 
that volume and thus undermine németh’s line of reasoning. see A. dain, les manus-
crits d’onésandros. paris 1930, 19-24; p. hoffmann, la collection de manuscrits grecs 
de francesco maturanzio, érudit pérugin (ca. 1443-1518). Mélanges de l’École française 
de Rome. Moyen Age ‒ Temps Modernes 95.1 (1983) 89-147 at 103, 118-19.
23 demetrios tribolēs (Τριβώλης) and Vindob. phil. gr. 140: e. gamillscheg, RGK iA n° 
103; iiA n° 135; iiiA n° 169; németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 170-73; idem, A Viennese 
bibliophile in the hungarian royal library in 1525: new evidence from the inventory 
of Johannes Alexander brassicanus’ bequest (1539). Gutenberg Jahrbuch 88 (2013) 149-
165 at 165; c. gastgeber, miscellanea codicum graecorum Vindobonensium ii. die 
griechischen handschriften der bibliotheca corviniana in der Österreichischen natio-
nalbibliothek. provenienz und rezeption im wiener griechischhumanismus des frühen 
16. Jahrhunderts. Vienna 2014, 233-37. liuzzo, “Aristodemo” (cited n. 10), 109-10 fails 
to take account of this episode in his speculations regarding the transit of unit iii from 
italy to buda.
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graph shows that some of the current disarrangement of folios in iiia originated 
in its prior byzantine use.24
IV: fols. 104-129 (currently a quinion and an octernion; originally 3 quin-
ions, now missing two bifolios), a remnant of a deluxe manuscript containing a 
highly disordered and lacunose text of lysias’ orations, written in a mid-fifteenth-
century humanist hand.25 The exemplar for iV was demonstrably Vati canus gr. 
1366, which in turn had been copied from the lysianic corpus in Palatinus gr. 88 
by giovanni (tessalo) scutariota in c.1453 for its owner, the florentine statesman 
palla strozzi (c.1372/3-1462).26
The medical fragment is preserved on 83r in iiib. in comparison to iiia and 
iiic, the compositional history of iiib is more intricate and opaque. its folios 
are disarranged and texts are consequently intermingled in error. The current 
arrangement is as follows:
81 82 83 84 85 86 87
with respect to the textual content of this section: 62r-80v and 82r-v contain 
heron’s De dioptra. The text on 82r continues that on 80v. folio 83r contains the 
medical fragment. folios 81r-v, 83v-87v contain muddled excerpts from philo-
stratus’ Vita Apollonii Tyanensis (81r-v, 85r-86r) and Aristodemus’ fragmentary 
24 schöne, heronis Alexandrini (cited n. 17), xvii; elaborated by németh, mynas codex 
(cited n. 4), 171.
25 schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 434-37 (incorrectly ‘des 16. Jhdts.’ [as e.g. wescher, 
poliorcétique (cited n. 4), xvi]); m.l. sosower, palatinus graecus 88 and the manuscript 
tradition of lysias. Amsterdam 1987, 54; németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 157, 165-66 
(figs. 5-6), 178 (pl. 3/2).
26 giovanni (tessalo) scutariota (Σκουταριώτης): e. gamillscheg, RGK iA n° 183; iiA n° 
242; iiiA n° 302; p. canart, Additions et corrections au Repertorium der Griechischen 
Kopisten 800-1600, 3, in: J.m. martin – b. martin-hisard – A. paravicini bagliani 
(eds.), Vaticana et medievalia. Études en l’honneur de louis duval-Arnould (Millen-
nio medievale, 71). florence 2008, 41-63 at 52 n° 302. see m.l. sosower, palla strozzi’s 
greek manuscripts. Studi italiani di filologia classica (ser. 3) 4.1 [= 79] (1986) 140-151 at 
141-44; idem, palatinus graecus 88 (cited n. 25), 46-55; németh, mynas codex (cited n. 
4), 167; A. hosoi – h. yoshikawa, manuscrits de lysias, in: f.g. hernández muñoz 
(ed.), manuscritos griegos en españa y su contexto europeo / greek manuscripts in spain 
and their european context. madrid 2016, 159-200 at 177-79. 
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history (83v-85r, 86v-87v). textual analysis shows that these excerpts were, to a 
large degree, already disordered in the exemplar available to the copyist (scribe 
4) – indeed this is explicitly indicated by scribal/editorial notation within the text. 
in addition, 81 is clearly out of sequence, with the result that two pages (81r-81v) 
of this ‘historical’ material now interrupt the concluding part of heron’s treatise 
(82r-82v).27 
for detailed codicological insight into the present structure and original 
configuration of iiib we remain indebted to autopsy-based foundational studies 
by rudolf prinz (1870) and hermann schöne (1898, 1903), variously supple-
mented or modified by subsequent scholarship.28 prinz first demonstrated that 
the preceding folios (18-80) of iiia originally constituted nine quaternions, while 
the following folios (88-103) of iiic likewise form two quaternions. was there, 
therefore, any reason to suspect that the surviving seven folios (81-87) of iiib 
were formerly anything other than another quaternion? 29 two features strongly 
support this view. first, vestiges of the missing leaf can still be traced within the 
binding between 82 and 83. This lost leaf – which schöne termed y – formed a 
bifolio with surviving 87.30 even if no remnant had survived, the loss of a folio 
here is betrayed by the juxtaposition of the yellow-tinged hair-side parchment 
of 82v and the whiter flesh-side surface of 83r, a breach of aesthetic convention 
that would be obviated if the missing folio were in place.31 furthermore, as the 
first recipe of the medical fragment on 83r (ll. 1-2) appears to allude to a previous 
27 All readers from mynas onwards recognised that the texts on 81 and 82 are transposed: 
see mynas’ hand-written table of contents at fol. iir, ‘… τὸ δὲ ξϛʹ φύλλ[ον] κακῶς μετα-
τεθέν ἐστι τῶν διοπτρικῶν τὸ τελευταῖ[ον]’; also wescher, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), 
xvii-xviii; müller, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), 12-14; idem, FHG V.1 (cited n. 4), viii-ix; 
schwartz, Aristodemos (cited n. 7), 926. 
28 see prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), esp. 194-201; schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 
esp. 433-45; summarised by schöne, heronis Alexandrini (cited n. 17), xii-xvi, where 
(xiii) he more explicitly credits prinz; and recently németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 
166 figs. 5-6 (though see below n. 40 for criticism of németh’s analysis). 
29 prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 194-98; elaborated by schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 
4), 437-45, fig. at 442; schöne, heronis Alexandrini (cited n. 17), xiii-xiv; summarised 
in németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 166 fig. 6.
30 prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 196; schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 441. in contrast, 
németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 150 fig. 2.21, 156; reproduced in idem, 
mynas codex (cited n. 4), 166 fig. 6, appears to discount the prior existence of y; if so, no 
argumentation is offered.
31 This discrepancy in the arrangement of the parchment is not reported in previous studies. 
for a convenient summary of this convention of folio-gatherings see e.m. thompson, 
An introduction to greek and latin palaeography. oxford 1912, 54. Accordingly, the 
hair-side recto of y faced 80v and corresponds to 87v, while the flesh-side verso of y faced 
83r and corresponds to 87r.
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recipe, it may be surmised that this text originally followed on from the preceding 
verso of missing folio y (see below). when exactly the loss of folio y occurred 
cannot be determined but it certainly preceded the greek pagination, in which 
82 and 83 are sequentially numbered (ξϛ´and ξζ´). As previously observed, some 
scholars have assigned these greek numerals to a fifteenth- or sixteenth-century 
hand.32 evidence for the accidental transfer of text between facing folios, ow-
ing to storage in damp conditions, also points to an early stage in the history of 
codex: prinz pointed out that on the upper right margin of 82v can be detected 
the reverse imprint of roughly half a line of text that appears to mirror dimly 
discernible traces of majuscule letters in the corresponding position on 83r (see 
below). This can only have occurred after the detachment of folio y.33 second, 
81 and 82 are two leaves of a bifolio. This bifolio has undergone substantial and 
clearly visible repair, which involved gluing the inner margins of 81 and 82 to 
parchment strips cut from a dismembered leaf of a thirteenth/fourteenth-century 
latin manuscript.34 more significantly, prinz astutely observed that, again on ac-
count of the codex having been exposed to moisture, part of the second line of 
81v can be detected as a mirror-image imprint at the top of 88r, while reversed 
traces of text from 81r are clearly imprinted on 87v. These instances of soiling 
leave no doubt that current 81 was formerly positioned between 87 and 88.35 As 
81 interrupts a continuous text from 80 to 82, and as 81 was demonstrably once 
positioned after 87, it follows that the bifolio 82–81 originally formed the first 
32 for the greek pagination see above n. 21. 
33 prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 197-98, elaborating remarks by dahms in wachsmuth, 
Aristodemos (cited n. 8), 586. no subsequent investigator of p has noted this feature.
34 rozsondai, lucas coronensis (cited n. 10), 523; németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 167 
with 177 (pl. 2/1). both rozsondai and németh attribute this and similar repairs to lucas 
coronensis in c.1510-20. The same method and materials were employed to repair the 
displaced bifolio 16-17. The thirteenth-/fourteenth-century latin manuscript was also 
used to patch tears at the outer margins of 23v and 32v. prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 
194-95 previously identified the repair material as ‘papierstreifen’.
35 prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 196-97, summarised by schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 
4), 442 (with misprints 81r for 81v and 88v for 88r). prinz notes that much of the second 
(righthand) half of line 2 on 81v is imprinted in reverse at the top left of 88r, where a 
mirror image of the words οἰκῶν Νίνον is clearly legible. in fact, upon closer inspection, 
it is possible to discern slightly more of this line (… ποτὲ οἰκῶν Νίνον· οὗτος …) in re-
verse, with further illegible traces of lettering to either side. prinz also notes that on 87v 
are reversed traces of the words … ἀναβιωίη [ἀναβιοίη] τε … imprinted from 81r. cor-
respondingly, at the beginning of the quaternion, he identified on 80v a reverse imprint 
of the disembodied letters μπανον, which moisture has lifted from the originally facing 
text τύμπανον on 82r, evidently before current 81 had been misplaced between 80 and 
82.
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and eighth leaves of this quaternion. As a consequence of the obvious damage 
and/or subsequent repair of this quaternion, its eighth leaf was mistakenly folded 
around in front of the first (82), resulting in its misplacement as current 81. The 
reconstructed arrangement of the quaternion is thus as follows:
82 y 83 84 85 86 87 81
consequently, insofar as this meticulous work of restitution concerns the present 
study, it demonstrates that 83 was originally the third leaf of a quaternion, one 
half of a bifolio with 86, and that the preceding folio (y) has gone astray. 
compared to iiia and iiic, the layout of most of iiib is much less formal. 
while the concluding section of heron’s treatise on 82r-v adheres to the format 
of the preceding quaternions, the script on the following folios is less regular or 
careful. The text of the philostratus/Aristodemus excerpts, in particular, is smaller 
and densely written, squeezing more lines onto a page and far more letters into a 
line, employing frequent abbreviations and contractions, and extending the text 
close to the margins, with a view to maximising available space.36 The ruling of 
the parchment follows a corresponding pattern. The verso of 82 is regularly ruled, 
with 34 lines, whose dimensions coincide with the page-layout used throughout 
iiia and iiic. folio 83r bears the impression of a 34-line ruling, fainter but clearly 
discernible. folios 83v-87v, 81r-v have no ruling.37 As there is no trace of ruling 
on the verso of 83, the ruling lines on its recto can only be the residual imprint 
of ruling on a preceding folio. This cannot be 82, however, as the action of the 
ruling instrument on its verso would have exerted pressure in the opposite direc-
tion, while, in any case, the ruling imprinted on 83r does not replicate the slight 
curvature of the vertical bounding lines found on 82. The only plausible solution 
36 prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 200-201; schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 442; and 
now németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 169-70; partly summarised in idem, 
mynas codex (cited n. 4), 157, who calculates that the folios in iiia and iiic have 34 lines, 
containing on average 38-44 letters in iiia and 42-48 letters in iiic, whereas folios 83v-
87v, 81r-v in iiib have variously 36-39 lines per page and 62-65 letters per line.
37 The folios of iiia and iiic are uniformly ruled with 34 lines. The text space in iiia is 
240 × 150 mm; in iiic it is 240 × 145/150 mm. The text space on 82r-v and 83r shares 
these dimensions. The presentation of the evidence in németh, imperial systematization 
(cited n. 7), 156-57; idem, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 167-68 omits 83r and is potentially 
misleading; see below n. 40.
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is that the ruling lines detectable on 83r are an impression of ruling on the recto 
of now-lost folio y. The near-invariable byzantine practice of ruling the hair-side 
of parchment – thus y recto – is consistent with this pattern.38 This interpreta-
tion receives potential support from the fact that 82 and 83 show no sign of the 
punctae or pin-pricks found on all folios (73-80) of the preceding quaternion. 
This technique, designed to avoid the need to re-measure the ruling on each leaf 
individually, would be valid for the production of whole or multiple gatherings, 
but superfluous in the preparation of one or two individual leaves. however, as 
punctae do not in fact occur uniformly throughout iiia and iiic, their absence 
from iiib cannot be deemed conclusive.39 The evidence therefore strongly im-
plies that only the first two leaves (82 and y) of this quaternion were prepared to 
receive text, presumably because the copyist (scribe 1) knew that, at least initially, 
he required only two or three sides to complete his copying of heron’s De diop-
tra, the final work in the poliorcetic corpus. subsequently, scribe 2, who copied 
the medical fragment, found the following pages (y-83r) already ruled (or, less 
plausibly, chose to replicate the ruling on the preceding folios), whereas scribe 3 
deemed such formalities unnecessary when he copied the excerpts of philostra-
tus and Aristodemus onto the remaining blank folios 83v-87v, 81r-v. A precise 
chronology remains elusive. This quaternion is followed by iiic, the collection 
of siege-related historical excerpta (fol. 88-103 + 16-17), copied by another hand 
(scribe 4) and of a different provenance. however, it is uncertain whether some or 
all of the constituent texts of iiib were copied before or after iiic was appended. 
other examples of a leaf or leaves left unused towards the end of a quaternion or 
unit, even elsewhere in p (e.g. at least three blank sides at 6v-7v), caution against 
the assumption that scribes 2 and 3 necessarily filled up the intervening folios 
(y, 83-87, 81) before the addition of iiic. in any case, an alternative history and 
structural reconfiguration of unit iii recently hypothesised by németh, whereby 
iiib is broken up and mostly repositioned after iiic, is neither consistent with the 
evidence nor in fact necessary for németh’s wider thesis.40
38 see general remarks by thompson, introduction (cited n. 31), 54-55. The ruling in this 
quaternion corresponds in configuration to sautel’s ‘système 5’, though seemingly without 
the intent or effect of impressing ruling lines on leaves other than 1-3. see J.-h. sautel, 
répertoire de réglures dans les manuscrits grecs sur parchemin. turnhout 1995, 32-33.
39 németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 147 reports punctae (which he calls punc-
toria) in iiia (fols. 18-80) and iiic (88-103 + 16-17), though i cannot detect this feature 
in the original first (fols. 18-24), second (25-32), third (56-61) and eighth (65-72) qua-
ternions of iiia nor in the first (88-95) quaternion of iiic, nor in displaced bifolio 16-17.
40 németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 147, 156-57; idem, mynas codex (cited n. 
4), 167-68 (fig. 6). Although németh accepts the relative positions of folios 82 and 81 in 
‘schöne’s reconstruction’ (in fact, prinz’s) of this quaternion (82, y, 83-87, 81), he wishes 
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The foregoing textual and codicological study permits a conjectural recon-
struction of the compositional history of this quaternion. The first leaf (82) con-
tains the ending to heron’s De dioptra, in continuation from 62-80. The preceding 
quaternion (73-80) comes to an end at 80v. scribe 1 used only the first leaf of 
the new quaternion in order to finish off heron’s text, the last in the poliorcetic 
corpus, leaving the following seven leaves blank. The original second leaf (y) is 
now lost and its content uncertain. scribe 2 was responsible for the untitled and 
unascribed medical fragment on 83r. As its first recipe (ll. 1-2) seems to contain 
a retrospective cross-reference, it is possible, even likely, that this medical text 
originally followed on from the preceding verso of missing folio y. naturally one 
cannot substantiate this inference or determine whether the medical fragment, 
to identify 82 and 81 as separate and unrelated parchment leaves that lucas coronensis 
mistakenly glued together when he rebound the codex. he appears also to discount the 
prior existence of folio y, at least to judge from németh, imperial systematization (cited 
n. 7), 156 (fig. 2.25); idem, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 166 (fig. 6), though the evidence is 
compelling. in consequence, 87, which forms a bifolio with y, also becomes another float-
ing folio. Accordingly, the fact that this discrete seven-leaf unit, along with one evidently 
lost leaf, happens to constitute an integral quaternion becomes a mere coincidence, since 
németh prefers to interpret this unit as a chance assemblage of codicological wreck-
age – seemingly three dismembered and unrelated folios and two bifolios. At the root 
of this proposition is németh’s opinion that iiic, comprising the siege-related historical 
excerpts (fols. 88-103 + 16-17), should directly follow iiia, comprising technical treatises 
on siegecraft (fols. 18-80, 82), as they ‘seem to belong together’, while, in his view, the 
unrelated miscellaneous material in iiib (fols. 83-87, 81) is more appropriately tacked 
onto the end of iiic. in this model, iiib is thus deemed the latest addition to the codex. 
in support of this reconstruction, he draws attention to the fact that the folios of iiia 
and iiic share a common paginal format, notably a 34-line ruling, while the intervening 
miscellanea in iiib is copied onto unruled parchment and arranged in a different number 
of lines (variously 36-39). however, these distinctions are neither as comprehensive nor 
as clear cut as németh presents them and diversity within iiib complicates his analysis. 
on the one hand, he accentuates the similarities between the folios of iiia and iiic, while 
minimising divergence (e.g. in the number of letters per line: averaging 38-44 in iiia but 
42-48 in iiic) and overlooking clear differences (e.g. the coarser-quality parchment of 
iiic: see prinz, Aristodemos [cited n. 4], 194; schöne, mynascodex [cited n. 4], 437). 
on the other hand, and more significantly, folio 83r, containing the medical fragment, 
does in fact have 34 ruling lines. in this respect, it corresponds in layout to 82r-v and, 
i have argued, this must also have been the case with intervening folio y. simply put, if 
83r can have ruling lines but the other half of this bifolio (86) is unruled, the rulings are 
of doubtful significance as a criterion for determining the relative dating of folios and/
or their original position in the codex. furthermore, contrary to németh’s apparent as-
sumptions (e.g. mynas codex [cited n. 4], 167-68, 170), the wider evidence for secondary 
(re)use of folios left blank within byzantine manuscripts allows the possibility that folios 
83-87, 81 were still the last to be written, as németh seeks to demonstrate, but without 
the necessity of moving them to the end of the codex. 
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if indeed continued from y, began on its verso or recto. it is conceivable that the 
recto of y was used for another short item or left blank; the latter scenario would 
at least account for the subsequent removal of this folio for reuse.41 scribe 2 made 
no further contribution to the codex.42 subsequently, scribe 3 filled up the rest of 
the quaternion (83v-87v, 81r-v) with excerpts from philostratus and Aristodemus, 
which were already muddled in the exemplar at his disposal. Accordingly, folios 
82, y, 83-87, 81 originally constituted the last quaternion in a discrete collection 
of poliorcetic treatises and associated technical texts (current 18-80, 82), even 
if only its initial leaf (82r-v) was written upon. two later hands, scribes 2 and 3, 
made use of the final seven leaves to copy out a protracted space-filling miscel-
lany of unrelated material. from this reconstruction it follows that the quater-
nion comprising iiib never existed as an independent entity nor is it a remnant 
of a prior manuscript.43 it is not uncommon to find the empty final folio(s) of a 
quire used, in whole or part, to copy assemblages of diverse texts, excerpts and/
or notations, including medical opuscula.44 both the content and format of iiib 
are suggestive of a ‘Privatsammlung’ rather than a collection intended for wider 
circulation or general use. The unconnected and seemingly random sequence of 
texts in this quaternion – heron’s treatise on surveying, pharmacological prescrip-
tions, intermingled historical/pseudo-biographical excerpta – presumably reflect 
individual interest or taste.45 Although a connection, direct or indirect, between 
41 schöne, mynascodex (cited n. 4), 444: ‘was auf dem verlorenen blatt y gestanden hat, 
lässt sich nicht ausmachen; am nächsten liegt der gedanke, dass es medizinische recep-
te enthalten hat wie fol. 83v [sic, in fact 83r].’ had schöne examined the beginning of 
the medical fragment on 83r more closely, he would have found textual support for this 
inference. An alternative possibility is that the recto of y contained a further diagram(s) 
from heron’s De dioptra, like those on the originally preceding 82r-v.
42 The suggestion of németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 168-70 that the scribe 
of 83r may also have been responsible for the heading to the historical excerpts at the 
top of 88r seems both tenuous and unnecessary, even if németh’s observations on this 
title are otherwise valid.
43 Contra liuzzo, “Aristodemo” (cited n. 10), esp. 108-10, who seems to envisage fols. 81, 
83-87 as an independent unit with a prior history.
44 see remarks of prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 200-01. As a comparison to the medical 
fragment at 83r, müller, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), 14 adduced a Venetian manuscript: 
‘mit ähnlichen recepten fand ich in Venedig den leergelassenen raum eines blattes 
eines codex von euripides ausgefüllt’. The identity of this codex is uncertain, but the 
description corresponds to fourteenth-century Marc. gr. 516 (coll. 904), which begins 
with medicamenta inserted into a blank end-leaf (iv) preceding a euripidean excerpt (1r); 
see e. mioni, bibliothecae divi marci Venetiarum codices graeci manuscripti. Thesaurus 
antiquus ii. rome 1985, 381-84.
45 see németh, imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 171-72. There is no obvious connec-
tion between these works in terms of content or genre. The excerpts of philostratus’ Vita 
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the corpora in iiia and iiib and the constantinopolitan court is likely, questions 
of ownership and intended or actual readership remain conjectural (see below).
Greek Text of the Medical Fragment
|1 Μαστί(χης) ἐξαγ. αʹ ἀνήσου ἐξαγ. αʹ ἀγαρι(κοῦ) ἐξαγ. αʹ ἐπιθύμου ἐξαγ. αʹ ἀλόης 
ἐξαγ. δʹ ποίει ὁμοίως (καὶ) |2 δίδου ταχὺ πίνειν γʹ ἢ εʹ ἢ ζʹ ἢ θʹ ἢ ιαʹ. 
|3 Ἄλλα κοκία ἐννάειδα λυτικὰ γαστρός: 
|4 Ἀλόην γο αʹ μαστίχ(ην) γο ϛ ἐντεριών(ην) ἐξαγ. βʹ νίτρον ἐξαγ. αʹ ῥόδα ψυχρὰ 
ἐξαγ. αʹ σκαμωνίαν ἐξαγ. αʹ |5 ἀγαρικὸν ἐξαγ. αʹ κύμινον ἐξαγ. αʹ κινάμωμον ἐξαγ. 
βʹ ποίει μεθ’ ὕδατος ὁμοίως. 
|6 Πρὸς τὸ κατενέγκαι φλεγμάδια γαστρός: 
|7 Βαλὼν ἐντεριώνην λελειωμένην < εςʹ (καὶ) νίτρον < ιβʹ μέλιτι ἀναλαμβάνων 
|8 καὶ ὑποδιπλώσας αὐτὸ μετὰ εὐκράτου (ὥρᾳ) ιʹ πῖνε. 
|9 Πρὸς δυσουρίαν:
|10 Τράγου ὄρχιν ξηρὸν τρίψας μετὰ οἴνου παλαιοῦ δὸς πιεῖν. (καὶ) τὸ λοιπὸν 
ὑπο|11κάπνισον κάτωθεν.
|12 Πρὸς τὸ μὴ ἐπιθυμῆσαι γυναῖκα ἄνδρα:
|13 Ὠιὰ τρυγόνος ἐν ἡλίῳ κλάσας (καὶ) χύσας αὐτὰ ἔασον ξηρανθῆναι. (καὶ) 
|14 τρίψας πότισον αὐτὴν μεθ’ ὕδατος καὶ οὐκέτι ἐπιθυμήσει.
|15 Πρὸς δυσεντερικοὺς καὶ αἷμα κατάγοντας:
|16 Συκαμίνου ῥίζης τὸν φλοῦν κοπανίσας (καὶ) τὸν ζωμὸν λαβὼν μεθ’ οἴνου 
|17 δὸς πιεῖν.   Πρὸς βιασμούς:
|18 Πήγανον ἑψήσας μετὰ οἴνου καλλίστου δὸς πιεῖν.
|19 Ἔμπλαστρον τὸ κοπτὸν στομαχικὸν καὶ σκληρίαν μαλάσσει:
|20 Γομφίτου γο β΄ θυμιάματ(ος) γο β΄ λαδάνου γο β΄ μαστίχ(ης) γο β΄ ἀμωνιακοῦ 
γο β΄ |21 προπόλεως γο β΄ τερεβινθίν(ης) ἐξαγ. βʹ νάρδου τὸ ἀρκοῦν.
lectiones codicis: 1 ἀλώης 4 Ἀλώην ἐντεριόν(ην) ρδο ψυκτα 8 εὔκρατος 13 τρυγῶνος
Translation
|1make up likewise 1 exag. of mastic, 1 exag. of anise, 1 exag. of agaric, 1 exag. 
of thyme dodder, 4 exag. of aloes and |2 give to drink quickly 3 or 5 or 7 or 9 or 
11 [times].
|3 other tablets of nine ingredients for easing the stomach:
Apollonii include a brief account of the miracle-worker’s vegetarianism (1.8), quoting his 
allusion to physicians ‘purging the bowels’ (καθαίροντες τὰς γαστέρας) of their patients, 
but it requires some imagination to find a thematic link between this single line (86r, l. 
10) within four and a half pages of text and the gastrointestinal remedies collected in the 
medical fragment at 83r.
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|41 oz aloes, 6 oz mastic, 2 exag. pith, 1 exag. natron, 1 exag. cold roses [?], 1 exag. 
scammony, |5 1 exag. agaric, 1 exag. cumin, 2 exag. cinnamon, make up likewise 
with water.
|6 for reducing minor inflammations of the stomach:
|7 taking 5½ dr. finely ground pith and 12 dr. natron, mixing it up with honey, 
|8 and having doubled the quantity with tempered wine, drink at the tenth hour.
|9 for dysuria:
|10 having ground a dried testicle of a goat, give it to drink with old wine. And 
what is left |11 burn from beneath as a fumigant.
|12 for preventing a woman desiring a man:
|13 having broken eggs of a turtle dove in the sun and poured them, allow to dry. 
And |14 having ground (this), give it to her to drink with water and she will no 
longer feel desire.
|15 for those affected with dysentery and discharging blood:
|16 having pounded the skin of mulberry root and blended the juice with wine, 
|17 give to drink.  for cases of constipation:
|18 having stood rue with finest wine, give to drink.
|19 A salve [known as] the gastric plaster also softens hardness:
|20 2 oz of storax [?], 2 oz of incense, 2 oz of gum ladanum, 2 oz of mastic, 1 oz of 
gum ammoniac, |21 2 oz of bee glue, 2 exag. terebinth, a sufficiency of spikenard.
The Medical Fragment: Text and Context
The surviving text of the medical fragment, comprising 21 lines, occupies roughly 
half of 83r; the lower half is left blank. The text is written in brown ink, across 
or occasionally just on the first 21 of 34 impressed ruling lines. Their length var-
ies greatly but full lines contain a crude average of 50 letters. The scribe largely 
adhered to the vertical bounding lines. The script is a fluid and in parts uneven 
minuscule. each recipe has a heading in majuscules, sometimes placed centrally, 
otherwise to the left. The first line of each recipe projects beyond the left bound-
ing line by one or two letters, with the effect that both the preceding heading 
and following line appear slightly indented. some of these initial letters are also 
significantly larger, sometimes excessively so, and thus more prominent than 
the majuscules of the heading.46 if these features aimed to demarcate individual 
recipes, a concern for strict uniformity of layout is not evident. As previously 
stated, the script is datable to the mid-tenth century.47 some older studies rec-
46 see especially the initial letters of Βαλών (7), Τράγου (10), Ὠιά (13), Συκαμίνου (16) and 
Γ ομφίτου (20).
47 see above n. 20.
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ognised a single scribal hand responsible for both the medical fragment and the 
philostratus/Aristodemus excerpts.48 Although similar and clearly contempo-
raneous, however, the hand of scribe 2 on 83r is distinct from that of scribe 3 
on 83v-87v, 81r-v. differences are perhaps accentuated by the apparent desire 
of scribe 3 to save space, which does not seem to have been a primary concern 
of scribe 2.49 letter forms of scribe 2 exhibit some internal variation, especially 
minuscule θ, ν and χ, and alternation between majuscule Δ and ∂. The majuscule 
script is distinguished by long descenders, notably Ρ and Τ. majuscule letters do 
not infiltrate the minuscule script except for a single case of initial Λ (16). Ac-
centuation is generally uniform and correct, but breathings are not consistently 
marked. common ligatures are ει and στ, occasionally terminal ου, and once ευ 
and -ίαν (4). declensional endings are sometimes abbreviated by suspension, with 
or without superscript letters, though again inconsistently (e.g. 1: μαστί[χης], 4: 
μαστίχ[ην], 20: μαστίχ[ης]; 1: ἀγαρι[κοῦ], 5: ἀγαρικόν). Aside from intermittent 
suspension, the names of ingredients are usually written in full, with the excep-
tion of the contraction ρδο ψυκτα (4), which may be partly corrupted (see below). 
often καί is written, but the scribe also employs the abbreviation ϗ΄ (14, 19) and 
tachygraphic symbol ς` (1, 7, 10, 13 twice, 16). for indicating units of measure-
ment, he uses the contraction εξα for ἐξάγιον (in the absence of breathings, pre-
ferred here to the vernacular orthography ἑξάγιον), for drachma the symbol < 
(7 twice) and for ounkia the symbol Γο. while the received text is free of typical 
iotacisms, the orthography displays a preference for omega where omicron is 
correct (1: ἀλώης; 4: Ἀλώην; 13: τρυγῶνος for τρυγόνος), though in this respect 
also the scribe errs (e.g. 7: correctly ἐντεριώνην, but 4: ἐντεριόν[ην]). he also 
prefers known haplographic forms (e.g. 1: ἀν[ν]ήσου; 4: σκαμ[μ]ωνίαν; 5: κιν [ν]
άμωμον; 20: ἀμ[μ]ωνιακοῦ). some orthographic iregularities, even if otherwise 
unattested, are likewise better considered as non-standard or demotic variants 
rather than scribal errors (3: κοκ[κ]ία; 6: φλεγμάδια for φλεγμάτια).50
48 e.g. wescher, poliorcétique (cited n. 4), xix. confusingly müller, poliorcétique (cited 
n. 4), 8-9, 14; idem, FHG V.1 (cited n. 4), vii, ix at first counts six hands throughout the 
codex, but later distinguishes a seventh on 83r. recently liuzzo, “Aristodemo” (cited n. 
10), 104 seems simply to follow wescher and, by implication, müller’s initial assessment 
of six hands. dain’s view that folios 16-103 are all ‘de la même main’, if accurately reported 
in posthumous dain – de foucault, stratégistes (cited n. 5), 380, is clearly incorrect.
49 The scribal hand responsible for the medical fragment was first distinguished by müller, 
poliorcétique (cited n. 4), 14: ‘sie [83r] ist jetzt von anderer, aber ebenfalls alter hand … 
beschrieben’; idem, FHG V.1 (cited n. 4), ix, ‘manu haec scripta sunt [83r] ei quae reli-
quum codicem exaravit simillima’. see also rozsondai, lucas coronensis (cited n. 10), 
523; németh, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 170 with 177 pl. 2/3-4.
50 An apparent (but nonsensical) instance of κοκίου in an anonymous Commentatio de 
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The fragment consists of eight recipes, comprising mostly plant-derived in-
gredients, in some cases specifying proportional quantities or dosage, together 
with instructions for preparation and/or administering of the remedy. The ma-
juscule headings define the ailment or presenting symptom(s) for which the 
medication is intended. in the current state of preservation, the heading of the 
first recipe is missing, but dahms (1868) signalled vestiges of lettering at the top 
of 83r, while prinz (1870) drew attention to corresponding traces of majuscules 
imprinted in reverse on facing 82v. prinz did not attempt a transcription and 
the present study yielded only isolated letters, but these are clearly the remnants 
of the heading of recipe 1.51 The purpose of this recipe, in any case, may be 
inferred both from its ingredients and the heading of recipe 2 – ‘other tablets 
(ἄλλα κοκία) … for easing the stomach’ (3). furthermore, the wording of recipe 
1 appears in turn to allude to a preceding text, insofar as it instructs the reader 
to ‘make up likewise’ (ποίει ὁμοίως) the medicament (1). As previously observed, 
this opens the possibility that the medical fragment began on the now-missing 
folio y that formerly preceded 83r. while further remarks in this regard would 
be speculative, the loss might explain the absence of a general heading or indica-
tion of provenance.
seven of the eight recipes relate to a broadly construed field of gastric, intes-
tinal and urinary disorders. only the fifth recipe, at the centre of the collection, 
entitled ‘for preventing a woman desiring a man (12)’ (Πρὸς τὸ μὴ ἐπιθυμῆσαι 
γυναῖκα ἄνδρα), has no obvious relevance to this theme and its ‘non- (or quasi-)
medical’ purpose appears incongruous. of the seven medical recipes, three aim to 
ease dyspepsia (n° 1-3), one dysuria (n° 4), one dysentery (n° 6) and two constipa-
tion (n° 7-8). All but the last prescribe compounds to be taken with wine or water; 
one (n° 4) also involves a fumigant. only the last, a recipe for a gastric salve or 
plaster (n° 8), entails external application. The recipes exhibit certain inconsisten-
cies in format, grammar and syntax, perhaps arising from the collection’s com-
urinis appears to be an error for κλοκίου; see J.l. ideler (ed.), physici et medici graeci 
minores. berlin 1841-42 (repr. Amsterdam 1963), ii 307-16 at 309.8: ἐν τῷ πυθμένι τοῦ 
κοκίου (cf. also erroneous 308.28: ἐν τῷ πυθμένι τοῦ κολοκίου). no other instance of the 
form φλεγμάδιον has been identified.
51 dahms in wachsmuth, Aristodemos (cited n. 8), 586: ‘im Anfang ist das fragment 
verstümmelt. … ueber der ersten zeile sind denn auch noch einige striche erkennbar.’ 
see also prinz, Aristodemos (cited n. 4), 197-98. towards the end of the letter traces at 
the top of 83r one can clearly discern majuscule Ε followed by vestiges of Ν. in the cor-
responding position at the top of facing 82v is the reverse image of ΝΤΑ. The sequence 
–ΕΝΤΑ thus appears to be the ending of the penultimate word of the heading, seemingly 
a neuter plural past participle. uninformative though this may be, nothing further can 
be achieved in the current condition of the manuscript.
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pilatory composition. Allowing for cases where suspension leaves the declension 
ambiguous, in the four recipes (n° 1, 2, 3 and 8) in which quantities are specified, 
the text alternates between the genitive and accusative of the ingredient in rela-
tion to units of measurement.52 second-person singular imperatives vary in tense 
between present and aorist without obvious distinction in verbal aspect.53 much 
of the procedural phraseology is standard to classical and late antique medical-
pharmaceutical and/or hippiatric literature: δὸς πιεῖν / δίδου πίνειν, μετὰ οἴνου 
(παλαιοῦ), βαλὼν, ἀναλαμβάνων, τρίψας, πότισον, κοπανίσας, τὸ ἀρκοῦν. There 
are nonetheless lexical peculiarities. The verb ὑποδιπλόω (8) is extremely rare; 
only one other instance is documented, also in a medical text (galen), though 
seemingly with a different meaning.54 hitherto unattested is adjective ἐννάειδος 
(3), ‘of nine ingredients’, though this hapax is consistent with adjectival morphol-
ogy based on other numerals (τρίειδος, τετράειδος, πεντάειδος, ἑπτάειδος), as 
infrequently documented in late antique medical literature in relation to various 
medicaments.55 Almost all the ingredients are recorded elsewhere, in some cases 
widely, though others are much less common, notably γομφίτης (20).56 The use of 
52 in recipes 1 and 8 ingredients are given in the genitive, but in recipes 2 and 3 in the ac-
cusative.
53 second-person present imperative: ποίει (1), δίδου (2), ποίει (4), πῖνε (8); second-person 
aorist imperative: δός (10), κάπνισον (11), ἔασον (13), πότισον (14), δός (17-18).
54 see medical fragment l. 8: ὑποδιπλώσας, seemingly with the sense ‘having doubled’, i.e. 
added an equal quantity of an ingredient so as to increase the total amount twofold. cf. 
galen, De usu partium 4.11 (kühn iii 295.15 = helmreich i 216.25), where ὑπεδιπλοῦτο 
appears to mean ‘folded double’. r.J. durling, A dictionary of medical terms in galen. 
leiden 1993, 320 omits the term.
55 e.g. τρίειδος: Aetius 15.15 (salve); τετράειδος: Aetius 8.61 (fumigant); πεντάειδος: Aetius 
15.30 (remedy called ‘the hand’ on account of having five ingredients); ἑπτάειδος: paul. 
Aeg. 3.78.22 (antidote for humoral imbalance).
56 i have identified three other instances of γομφίτης as an ingredient in two medical texts: 
Aetius 1.131; 12.69 and Hippiatrica Berolinensia app. 7 (k. hoppe – e. oder, corpus 
hippiatricorum graecorum. leipzig 1924-27 [repr. stuttgart 1971], i 447.9). The word 
γομφίτης also occurs, though apparently as an adjective, in stephanus, In Hippocratis 
Aphorismos Commentaria V 30 (ed. l.g. westerink [CMG, Xi 1, 3, 3]. berlin 1995, 
104.19-25), in a treatment for impaired menstrual discharge using scented vapour: ‘… you 
have the scents (ἀρώματα) brought from different countries … from india spikenard (τὸ 
ναρδόσταχυ) and cassia are imported, from ethiopia frankincense, from isauria storax, 
bolt-like [?] and reed-like, and such things (ἀπὸ δὲ Ἰσαυρίας ὁ στύραξ ὁ γομφίτης καὶ ὁ 
καλαμίτης καὶ τὰ τοιαῦτα). of these some are hot and dry, as spikenard and cassia, others 
are hot and moist, as frankincense and storax …’. in addition, h. estienne et al. (eds.), 
Thesaurus graecae linguae. paris ³1831-1865, ii col. 706 s.v. γομφίτης cites c. salma-
sius, plinianae exercitationes. utrecht 1689, ii 607af, who reports that in the Dynameron 
ascribed to nicolaus myrepsus ‘vox ea γομφίτης multis locis legitur … docto interpreti 
nusquam intellecta’; in the absence of a critical greek text, this source must await ex-
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dried goat’s testicle (τράγου ὄρχιν ξηρόν [10]) is unique, though testes of sundry 
other creatures – such as hare, beaver, cockerel, fox, hippopotamus – occur in 
medicinal recipes in other texts. in the second remedy for a upset stomach, the 
unique contraction ρδο ψυκτα (4) remains cryptic, even if the first component 
points to roses (ῥόδα) or a rose-derived substance, which are commonly pre-
scribed for indigestion and bowel disorders. while nothing sensible can be made 
of the received reading ψυκτα, medical literature frequently classifies ῥόδα and 
derivative extracts as ‘cold’ (ψυχρά) or ‘cooling’ (ψύχει, ψύχοντα), in reference to 
their ascribed properties within the hippocratic-galenic humoral paradigm.57 i 
conjecture ῥόδα ψυχρά (or less plausibly ψυκτικά), but without much confidence.
none of the seven recipes relating to digestive-urinary disorders exhibits 
direct or exact correspondence to surviving pharmaceutical literature, beyond 
partial coincidence of ingredients that are a common currency of ancient and me-
dieval gastrointestinal remedies – aloes (ἀλόη), anise (ἄνησον), cumin (κύμινον), 
natron (νίτρον), scammony (σκαμωνία), spikenard (νάρδος), thyme dodder 
(ἐπίθυμον). Although the collection is inevitably indebted to greco-roman drug 
lore, no specific literary or documentary source is identified. if the possibility of a 
lost textual source(s) can be neither excluded nor assumed, an experience-based 
rearrangement of an age-old pharmaceutical repertoire, which varies the com-
binations and/or dosages of ingredients, is consistent with the overall evolution 
of middle byzantine remedy texts. in this respect, this collection augments our 
understanding of medicinal knowledge and therapeutic practice in this field in 
tenth-century byzantium. only the anomalous recipe for suppressing female 
desire finds a closer parallel, in both wording and substance, with another text, 
an Iatricon ascribed to demetrius pepagomenus, which is dated to the first half 
of the fifteenth century. As no textual connection between these chronologically 
distant writings can be demonstrated, the resemblance probably reflects no more 
than remote descent for a shared pharmaceutical heritage.58 notwithstanding the 
ploration. The term also occurs, variously corrupted, in some of the medico-botanical 
glossaries edited by A. delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia et alia ii: texts grecs relatifs à 
l’histoire des sciences. paris 1939, 273-454: see nicomedes iatrosophitēs, Lexicon 310.10: 
γομφύτον [sic; without synonym], 314.11-12: θυμίαμα λιβυστικὸν [cod. i : λιβικὸν cod. 
p] γομφιτής; Glossarium iV 334.7: θυμίαμα λιβικὸν γομφιτής; Vi 362.27-8: γομφίτου· τὸ 
θυμίαμα; iX 379.3-4: γομφίτης τὸ θυμίαμα. clearly γομφίτης could be used as incense 
and was perhaps a variety of storax (thus liddell-scott9 s.v.), though this association 
remains to be clarified.
57 e.g. galen, De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 3.12 (kühn 
Xi 568); dioscorides, De materia medica 1.99.1; symeon seth, Syntagma de alimentorum 
facultatibus r 4 (ed. b. langkavel. leipzig 1868, i 92.14-15).
58 medical fragment ll. 12-14: Πρὸς τὸ μὴ ἐπιθυμῆσαι γυναῖκα ἄνδρα: ᾠὰ τρυγόνος ἐν ἡλίῳ 
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risk of anachronism inherent in modern conceptions of ‘medicine’ and ‘magic’ 
(or ‘religion’), like other recipe collections the fragment incorporates elements of 
folk belief, superstition or hermetic wisdom, particularly in the form of admin-
istering procedures thought to enhance or activate the curative properties of a 
medicament, but the text is free from more overt magico-medical or alchemical 
rituals, such as charms, amulets, holy oils and incantations.59
This short anthology of remedies is difficult to categorise or label, not least 
because the surviving text may not be representative of its original scope and 
content. As a piece of space-filling miscellanea, appended by a secondary hand 
onto the unused parchment of an unrelated manuscript, the fragment presumably 
reflects considerations of personal taste, interest or perceived utility, but whether 
these can in turn signal the experiences, needs and opinions of the owner-patron 
and/or the preoccupations of the scribe remains a matter of conjecture. if it can be 
assumed that this remedy text occurs in a ‘Privatsammlung’, the circumstances of 
its production would suggest a type of ad hoc household dispensatory that offered 
practical guidance to lay people for healing at home. inasmuch as some wealthy 
byzantines might commission individualized prescriptive alimentary regimens 
designed to promote good health, in effect a strategy of disease prevention, then a 
thematically focused collection of medicinal recipes may correspondingly repre-
sent a personalized self-help strategy of response.60 Although it is not uncommon 
to find individual or collected medicinal recipes inserted into the blank leaves, 
κλάσας (καὶ) χύσας αὐτὰ ἔασον ξηρανθῆναι. (καὶ) τρίψας πότισον αὐτὴν μεθ’ ὕδατος καὶ 
οὐκέτι ἐπιθυμήσει; cf. demetrius pepagomenus, Iatricon, rec. c §7; rec. l §8: Πρὸς τὸ 
σβέσαι ἀνδρὸς ἢ γυναικὸς ἐπιθυμίαν: ὠὰ τρυγόνος κλάσας καὶ εἰς ἥλιον ψύξας πότιζε, 
ed. m. capone ciollaro, demetrio pepagomeno, prontuario medico, testo edito per 
la prima volta, con introduzione, apparato critico e indice (Hellenica et byzantina nea-
politana, 21). naples 2003, 52.22-25. 
59 recipe 1 appears to stipulate that the compound should be ingested an odd number of 
times (l. 2): ‘give to drink quickly 3 or 5 or 7 or 9 or 11 [times]’ (δίδου ταχὺ πίνειν γʹ ἢ εʹ ἢ 
ζʹ ἢ θʹ ἢ ιαʹ). recipe 3 specifies a specific time of day (l. 8): ‘drink at the tenth hour’ ([ὥρᾳ] 
ιʹ πῖνε). in the manuscript ὥρᾳ is represented by an ω-ρ monogrammic sign. recipe 2 
for ‘tablets of nine ingredients’ (κοκία ἐννάειδα) may also harbour an arcane numeric 
significance. for magical or alchemical elements in byzantine remedy texts: stannard, 
byzantine Materia Medica (cited n. 3), 206-7, 210-11; bennett, medicine and pharmacy 
(cited n. 3), 41; and generally stannard, rezeptliteratur (cited n. 3), 65-68, 70-72, with 
older bibliography.
60 see the examples of alimentary treatises edited in delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia (cited 
n. 56), 455-99, citing other published texts of this genre; r. romano, il calendario di-
etetico di ierofilo. Atti della Accademia Pontaniana n.s. 47 (1998) 197-222. see also con-
textualising remarks by J. koder, stew and salted meat, in: l. brubaker – k. linardou 
(eds.), eat, drink, and be merry (luke 12:19) – food and wine in byzantium. Aldershot 
– burlington Vt 2007, 59-72 at 67-71.
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spaces, margins or endpapers of byzantine codices, the overwhelming majority 
of examples date from the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. The medical fragment 
in Parisinus suppl. gr. 607 is thus one of the earliest specimens.61
finally, the broader contextual relationship between the fragment and the 
codex requires brief consideration. As previously observed, the copying, assem-
blage, sponsorship and ownership of unit iii are most plausibly located in a high 
socio-cultural milieu at tenth-century constantinople. The association of both 
iiia (a poliorcetic corpus) and iiic (thematically-categorised historical excerpta) 
with known palace-orientated programmes of compilation, scholarship and book 
production under leo Vi (886-912) and/or constantine Vii (913-959) raises 
the prospect of inferring corresponding contexts for the medical fragment at or 
in proximity to the late ninth-/tenth-century court.62 An élite taste or fashion 
for the ‘classics’ of pharmaceutical literature is apparent in high-quality manu-
scripts copied in the capital from the late ninth to mid-tenth centuries: notably 
the sumptuous Neo-Eboracensis Bibl. Pierpont Morgan m 652, an assemblage of 
classical texts on materia medica and herbal remedies, which has been attrib-
uted to an imperial scriptorium and/or commission, while Vaticanus gr. 284, a 
similar collection of ancient pharmaceutical works, is assigned to the (uniden-
tified) monastic atelier that employed the scribe ephraim (fl. 940-60), where, 
slightly later, manuscript production in other spheres of ‘technical’ literature gives 
reason to suspect connections with court-centred scholarship.63 studies of the 
61 Another, late tenth-century codex, Hamburgensis 50a in scrin., a short calendrical man-
uscript, contains two recipes for cough remedies inserted at fol. 1v, but these are by a 
later humanist hand, identified as zanobi Acciaioli (1461-1519); see m. molin pradel, 
katalog der griechischen handschriften der staats- und universitätsbibliothek hamburg 
(Serta Graeca. Beiträge zur Erforschung griechischer Texte, 14). wiesbaden 2002, 32-35. 
An eleventh-century example: e.g. Parisinus Coisl. 12, fol. 8r: an unpublished collection 
of recipes for diverse, seemingly age-related ailments (including aging eyesight, coughs, 
baldness, breathing difficulties, dental pain, infirmity), filling a space in the lower half 
of the recto of the last leaf of a quaternion, 8v is blank; see r. devreesse, catalogue des 
manuscrits grecs ii. le fonds coislin. paris 1945, 10.
62 possible court-centred contexts or connections of iiia and iiic are discussed in németh, 
imperial systematization (cited n. 7), 158-69, 171-72; idem, mynas codex (cited n. 4), 
169-72; ph. rance, The reception of Aineias’ Poliorketika in byzantine military litera-
ture, in: m. pretzler – n. barley (eds.), brill’s companion to Aineias tacticus. leiden 
– boston 2017, 290-373 at 290-91, 297-99.
63 The bibliography on both codices is large; see specifically on questions of date and prov-
enance: J. irigoin, pour une étude des centres de copie byzantins [ii]. Script 13 (1959) 
177-209 at 181-95; A. touwaide, un recueil grec de pharmacologie du Xe siècle illustré 
au XiVe siècle: le Vaticanus gr. 284. Script 39 (1985) 13-56; m.l. Agati, la minuscola 
“bouletée”. Vatican 1992, 270-71; A.A. Aletta, per una puntualizzazione cronologica del 
morgan 652 (dioscoride), in: b. Atsalos – n.i. tsironi (eds.), Πρακτικά του ϛʹ Διεθνούς 
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textual histories of individual ancient pharmaceutical works have also identified 
heightened editorial interest and activity at constantinople around the late ninth 
to mid-tenth centuries.64 furthermore, although relatively meagre and partly 
ambiguous, the evidence for contemporary medical writing at, for or in connec-
tion with the great palace provides a potential backdrop to the topics treated in 
the fragment. The ascribed or attributed oeuvre of Theophanes chrysobalan-
tes (spuriously nonnus), comprising three works commissioned by or written 
for constantine Vii, includes a still unpublished pharmacopeia (De remediis), 
variously transmitted alongside his therapeutic and/or dietetic compendia.65 in 
addition, one persuasive thesis concerning the date and identity of Theophilus 
protospatharios, an obscurely documented scholar-physician, places his floruit 
in late ninth-century constantinople and infers links to court cycles. Among 
the works ascribed to Theophilus are a treatise on uroscopy (De urinis), which 
later became authoritative in this field, and another on diagnostic stool analysis 
(De excrementis).66 while these works hardly constitute a medical counterpart 
Συμποσίου Ελληνικής Παλαιογραφίας (Δράμα, 21-27 Σεπτεμβρίου 2003). Athens 2008, 
ii 771-87; n. kavrus-hoffmann, catalogue of greek medieval and renaissance manu-
scripts in the collections of the united states of America part iV.2: The morgan library 
and museum. Manuscripta 52.2 (2008) 207-324 at 212-30; m. cronier, un manuscrit 
méconnu du Περὶ ὕλης ἰατρικῆς de dioscoride: new york, pierpont morgan library, m. 
652. RÉG 125 (2012) 95-130, esp. 98-105. connections between court circles and the 
scriptorium where ephraim had worked can be traced in the tactical and poliorcetic 
treatises copied there in the mid-eleventh century: see rance, reception (cited n. 62), 
298-99, 324-25. Another early tenth-century medical manuscript possibly copied in a 
constantinopolitan scriptorium is Paris. suppl. gr. 446, which contains a more diverse 
anthology of medical texts, including remedial recipes and materia medica: see s. lucà 
in: m. ceresa – s. lucà, frammenti greci di dioscoride pedanio e Aezio Amideno in 
una edizione a stampa di francesco zanetti (roma 1576), in: miscellanea bibliothecae 
Apostolicae Vaticanae 15 (StT, 453). Vatican 2008, 191-229 at 211 n. 60, who contests 
the traditional allocation to a southern italian milieu.
64 see e.g. cronier, un manuscrit (cited n. 63), esp. 105-21 for an excellent textual-philo-
logical study of the ‘new edition’ of dioscorides’ De materia medica transmitted in Neo-
Eboracensis Bibl. Pierpont Morgan m 652. see also touwaide, un recueil (cited n. 63), 
17 regarding Vat. gr. 284.
65 J.A.m. sonderkamp, Theophanes nonnus: medicine in the circle of constantine por-
phyrogenitus. DOP 38 (1984) 29-41, esp. 33-36; idem, untersuchungen zur Überliefe-
rung der schriften des Theophanes chrysobalantes (sog. Theophanes nonnos) (Ποικίλα 
Βυζαντινά, 7). bonn 1987, esp. 55-68.
66 see l.g. westerink, stephanus of Athens, commentary on hippocrates’ Aphorisms – 
sections i-ii (CMG, Xi 1, 3, 1). berlin 1985, 17-19; w. wolska-conus, stéphanos 
d’ Athènes (d’Alexandrie) et Théophile le prôtospathaire, commentateurs des Aphorismes 
d’ hippocrate, sont-ils indépendants l’un de l’autre?, RÉB 52 (1994) 5-68, esp. 7-10; A.m. 
ieraci bio, la syntomos paradosis di Theophilo protospatario, in: A. garzya – J. Jouan-
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to high-profile imperially-sponsored ‘encyclopaedic’ projects in other spheres, 
they are at least suggestive of the foci of contemporary diagnostic and therapeutic 
medicine and medical writing, accepting that gastrointestinal ailments were a 
perennial concern of pharmaceutical literature in other periods.
A more comprehensive inventory and examination of other possibly ‘private’ 
recipe collections, published and unpublished, taking account of codicological 
and compositional contexts, might be able to establish diagnostic criteria for rec-
ognising this ‘subspecies’ of therapeutic writing, and thereby evaluate the applied 
pharmaceutical knowledge of their author-compilers and elucidate the place of 
texts in ‘household medicine’, broadly construed, in middle and late byzantium. 
of the texts transmitted in unit iii of Parisinus suppl. gr. 607, the poliorcetic 
treatises and exemplary historical excerpts about siegecraft have understandably 
attracted by far the greater scholarly attention, but even if it is therefore valid to 
assume that the tenth-century owner-patron of this manuscript was a ‘military 
man’, he would nonetheless have shared with other byzantine readers a vulner-
ability to dyspepsia, constipation, diarrhoea and dysuria that was an altogether 
more common experience of the human condition.
freie universität berlin
friedrich-meinecke-institut
na (eds.), i testi medici greci. tradizione e ecdotica (Atti del iii convegno internazionale, 
napoli 15-18 ottobre 1997). naples 1999, 249-67, esp. 255; summarised by b. cavarra, 
in: l.r. Angeletti – b. cavarra – V. gazzaniga, il De Urinis di teofilo protospatario. 
centralità di un segno clinico. rome 2009, 61-67, with greek text at 139-62 (repr. from 
ideler [cited n. 50], i 261-83), ital. transl. 101-23, eng. transl. 255-74. diagnostic treatise 
De excrementis: ed. ideler (cited n. 50), i 397-408.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to introduce, edit and translate an unpublished frag-
ment of byzantine medical writing. Parisinus suppl. gr. 607 preserves a short and 
seemingly acephalous anthology of pharmaceutical remedies. A consideration of 
recipe collections as a distinctive but hard-to-define species of byzantine Fach-
literatur seeks to integrate this text into recent scholarship concerning a broad 
category of informal therapeutic writings, which testify to byzantine drug lore, 
clinical practice and medicinal book culture. investigation of the codicological 
structure clarifies that a secondary hand copied the fragment onto a blank folio 
in the mid-tenth century, contemporary with the compilation this manuscript 
in a high socio-cultural and intellectual milieu in constantinople. examination 
of compositional contexts, embracing philological, textual, literary-historical 
and medical dimensions, suggests a ‘private’ remedy collection indicative of the 
use of texts in ‘household medicine’. This fragment draws particular attention as 
one of the earliest surviving specimens, while the codex has escaped the notice 
of previous inventories of greek manuscripts with medical content.

